Choose your own journey to and through special places in the Upper Valley while exploring the many ways to get around!

On your own or with a team, fill in boxes in the Ways to Go! Challenge Map to be entered in a drawing for great prizes! Choose your own combination of:

• 9 Ways to Go! Featured Quests
• 3 Ways to Go! Guided Quests
• 2 “Your Choice”: Choose any quest and see how many different modes of transportation you can use getting to or through it!
• Bonus Question (see other side)!

ENTER THE DRAWING BY NOVEMBER 1, 2023!

Email a scan of your Challenge Map to gabrielle@vitalcommunities.org
or mail the paper copy of the map to:
Vital Communities, attn: Gabrielle
195 N. Main Street
White River Junction, VT 05001
REGISTER NOW at vitalcommunities.org/superquest

LEARN MORE AT VITALCOMMUNITIES.ORG/SUPERQUEST
QUESTIONS? EMAIL VALLEYQUEST@VITALCOMMUNITIES.ORG OR CALL 802-291-9100 EXT. II4
FOLLOW THE WAYS TO GO! CHALLENGE MAP

Create your Super Quest journey with your own combination of Featured, Guided, and “Your Choice” Quests!

FILL IN A BOX FOR EACH QUEST YOU COMPLETE!

• Fill in the date
• Circle the Modes of Transportation you used to get to or through the Quest
• Put in the stamp from the Quest’s “treasure box”
• For “Your Choice” Quests, write the Quest name

The more boxes you fill, the more times you’ll be entered in the prize drawing!

BONUS QUESTION! On a separate sheet, write down things you noticed or learned about Upper Valley transportation while completing this Super Quest and Submit it with your Super Quest Challenge Map!

LEARN MORE AT VITALCOMMUNITIES.ORG/SUPERQUEST
QUESTIONS? EMAIL VALLEYQUEST@VITALCOMMUNITIES.ORG OR CALL 802-291-9100 EXT. 114